
AKASHA.GL
ALSO KNOWN AS SHA GRAPHIC LIBRARY

Social metaverse on blockchain, built with Unreal engine
and the input of Artificial Intelligence (AI) aiming at

sustainability and spiritual unity.

We unite all entities, cultures and religions in a fusion of
arts, science and tech.

In Akasha we appreciate your efforts and presence by
rewarding you with experience and knowledge. Earn on

staking our governance token $ROLAIS.

Culture and sustainability enthusiasts collaborate to
complete projects for all planetary needs. With

philanthropy and united synergy our efforts are aimed in
uplifting humanity. Together create, learn and play in a safe

digital  environment.

Akashic records
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia

Rudolf Steiner and Edgar Cayce claimed access to the Akashic records.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rudolf_Steiner
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edgar_Cayce


In theosophy and anthroposophy, the Akashic records are a compendium of
all universal events, thoughts, words, emotions, and intent ever to have
occurred in the past, present, or future in terms of all entities and life forms,
not just human. They are believed by theosophists to be encoded in a
non-physical plane of existence known as the mental plane. There are
anecdotal accounts but there is no scientific evidence for the existence of the
Akashic records.[1][2][3]

Akasha (ākāśa आकाश) is the Sanskrit word for "aether", "sky", or
"atmosphere."

With the ROLAIS protocol, we utilise blockchain and smart contracts to
transparently distribute earnings towards chosen charities, reward creators
and earn tokens for a good cause. Target release Beta September 2022.

We collect cards, make and swap artefacts with our token allowing participants
to earn crypto and items through play.

20,000 Masks and  Beans unique 3d collectibles with utility allowing access.
100k 3D unique Trees AVATARS players will be able to wear and adapt whilst
learning and earning.

We will make some of our code open source and offer smart contracts for sale
with generative art incubators for free. We offer 3D digital and crypto services
through Beamport analytics.

Road Map

1. Beta version of Virtual and Augmented reality environment with landing
page and logo design front end . ROLAIS token . Beans and Masks, 3D
Avatars, collectibles.

2. First media event
3. Back end flow with tiered membership and AI assist.
4. Alpha version Launch
5. Working game and distributing tokens to charities.
6. Festival
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USP

- blockchain art community
- 10 million potential users
-membership
-proceeds from sale of good, services and games
-sustainability
-experience and learning

MVP

Ethereum
4K4SH changed to Rolais $RHS our governance token
$P0rt4l token
$STASH
4kash.com
4kash.app
crypto domains

NFT utility and governance

AR VR XR AI AE

What can you experience:

Space exploration
Live Events
Galleries
Astronomy
Science labs and forums
Games incl.  adult
Wearables
Collectibles
Arts
Films Movis
Real estate AR
Stadiums
Sports
Learning
Educating tokenomics and cryptography
3D experiences for sale



Services offered

Gamifying
3d scan
Design
Animation
Coding
Discord build
Smart contracts generator
Web3 dev
3D services
NFT onboarding
Networking
Cybersecurity
AI

3 Spheres

Domain. Land
Identity.  Ethereal
Expression. Planetary

Portals to Akasha and other Metaverses for further involvement.
Each Avatar has the ability to acquire items in each sphere and develop.

Artists make their avatars and get incentives from their chosen sphere and can
swap for the token or with other participants.

We play Dungeons & Dragons
Creators enter free.
Minting for free.
Tiered membership for commercial goods participants and affiliates.
Free minting  Free plots Digital services XR AR VR NFTS Games



Internal libraries
Vpn
Ip
Proof of attendance. Voting 77 % consensus
Metamask
QR code
Provenance
Ipfs
Cybersecurity
Cloud drive
Coding
C++
Javascript
Solidity
NDA
MBA
Contracts
DAO
Project map in blueprint doc

Partners & Champions we wish to Acquire:

VALVE CORPORATION

Liam Gallagher
Bruce Willis

Linus Tech

Scarlett Johansson

Quentin Tarantino

Keanu Reeves

Banksy

Data and soto

Kimani Okearah

http://okearah.letmeout.productions/speak-for-yourself-ko/


London USA CANADA SINGAPORE EU Underground Artists are opening
worldwide stages and the world's greatest library of arts.

Land issued

KOfi : Stadium
AR: Baseball arena
Kuprik: Sun Mountain Plateau
Veara: Metamuseum
Desert Storm: Industrial district
Lucas: Grand library tower with 9 floors with gardens
Jeff: Wall garden portal @zcreativemedia
Anonymous: Pavilion with view on water
Andy Twyman: Spaceship gallery #portal
Musicverse:  Arena
Artemis: Mountain]
Mindaptiv : AI REALM
KOfi : Stadium
Loopy: “DisneyLand”
AR: Baseball arena
Kuprik: Sun Mountain Plateau
Desert Storm: Industrial district
Lucas: Grand library tower with 9 floors with gardens
Jeff: Wall garden portal @zcreativemedia
Dsp: Village in a jungle
Mari: Pavilion
Akasha: Large plot in central location
Andreas: Switzerland
HecsOne:  High end NFT BOUTIQUE
Thomas: Flow State



● In Total Recall, Paul Verhoeven's 1990 space action film, Arnold
Schwarzenegger's character is told by a doctor to take a red pill as a symbolic
action to “awaken himself” from a simulated dream which the doctor says
Schwarzenegger‘s character is trapped in. In reality, the doctor may be an
agent involved in the effort to alter Schwarzenegger‘s character.

● The Blue Pill rootkit ("malware")—named in reference to the pill, as are the
Red Pill techniques used to combat it—is a special type of software that
utilises the virtualization techniques of modern central processing units
(CPUs) to execute as a hypervisor; as a virtual platform on which the entire
operating system runs, it is capable of examining the entire state of the
machine and to cause any behaviour with full privilege, while the operating
system "believes" itself to be running directly on physical hardware, creating a
parallel to the illusory Matrix. Blue Pill describes the concept of infecting a
machine while Red Pill techniques help the operating system to detect the
presence of such a hypervisor.[24] These concepts were described by Joanna
Rutkowska in 2006.

● In cybersecurity, a red pill is any means of detecting hooking or virtualization.
It is frequently used by anti-cheat, anti rootkit software, malware, and digital
rights management, etc. Red pills usually make use of real-time clocks to
measure the time it takes for critical operations and interactions with
peripheral hardware to occur, and compare the length of them with the
expected length of such operations as they occur without virtualization. If the
clock is compromised, the hypervisor can hide its presence by slowing the
clock down in a controlled way, to hide the extra time imposed by
virtualization.

● Until they were removed from the Maemo operating system application
installer in January 2010, certain advanced features were unlocked by a "Red
Pill Mode" Easter egg to prevent accidental use by novice users but make
them readily available to experienced users. This was activated by starting to
add a catalogue whose URL was "matrix" and then choosing to cancel. A
dialog box would appear asking "Which pill?" with the choices "Red" or "Blue",
allowing the user to enter red pill mode.[25][26] In "Red Pill" mode, the installer
allows the user to view and reconfigure system packages whose existence it
normally does not acknowledge. In Blue Pill mode the installer displays only
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software installed by a user, creating the illusion that system software does
not exist on the system.
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